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The author is not a difficult man to understand on or off the court. He is measured, thoughtful as a

chess set in action, and never lets down his awareness except on going to sleep. The Complete

Book of Racquetball reflects this in being the first to cover all the basic aspects of the game. He

draws heavily on the smaller predecessor volume Inside Racquetball by Chuck Leve, to which

Keeley heavily contributed. The Complete book of Racquetball became the sport bible in filling a

void, as well as being well written. It quickly sold 200,000 copies as the game was burgeoning

across the nation, and seeping into Latin America, thanks to Keeley. in it, Keeley promised a sequel

Advanced Book of Racquetball, which he finally published in January, 2015, only to scuttle it, he

says, from an unappreciative racquetball community. Some say he has lost the original ubiquitous

awareness, while others claim it's just Atlas shrugging.

"Lucky is the lion that the human will eat, so that the lion becomes human. And foul is the human

that the lion will eat, and the lion still will become human."Still unclear what Keeley was. What is

clear is that the man was brilliant on the court. His style was more analytic than the physical,

spiritually freeing style of Hogan. Yet there is something Zen like to his teachings.This book could

also double as a great book for poker players, with it's principles of reading and exploring your

opponent. .



It is crazy good. Wish I had read it 20 years ago. I'm an A player trying to get to open.
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